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About This Game

“We thought they were our friends and benefactors, but instead they are our masters. The Chronicles didn’t liberate us from our
primitive ways – they conquered and destroyed us. The others don’t know, their heads are still full of the melodious voices of

our alien masters. But that will change. I will change it!” – Sasaki

Survive in Space is a skill-based space shooter with a hardcore focus on gameplay mechanics. You take on the role of Sasaki, a
young soldier who discovers the horrible truth of humanity’s enslavement at the hands of the alien Chronicles during a routine

mission. His deep anguish leads him to spiral into depression, and in the darkest depths he finds The Shadow, a primal being full
of hate that grants him the power to confront the Chronicles.

FEATURES

 Over 50 different levels

 5 powerful bosses that you will encounter at the end of each sector – every nine levels. Each boss is a skill puzzle of his
own, with shifting mechanics and environments that will keep you on your toes.

 Over 20 types of enemies split into three different categories: defensive, offensive and supportive.

 4 different difficulty levels
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 Game modes: Additional enemies, Planet fortresses and Asteroids. Active them to make game more interesting.

 5 differenet player ships – each with its own strengths and weaknesses. Find the one that best suits your play style.

 Dual Mode. Dual Mode allows Sasaki to toggle his ships into Offensive and Defensive configurations, sacrificing
firepower for durability and vice versa.

 No player level limit cap.

 9 different abilities upgrades

 Full controller and mouse support, customizable keyboard keybindings

 Music player with over 90 songs. You can add your own music too.
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Title: Survive in Space
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Just1337 Studio
Publisher:
Just1337 Publisher
Release Date: 20 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Intel dual core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Po
lish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Thai,Traditional Chine
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It's poorly translated. I'm guessing it wasn't done professionally. The artwork looks like something that was drawn by a high
school art student, not something comparable to what is on Steam.

Publisher did the Bloodbath Kravatz game [the russian Hot-line Miami game].
Get that if you want more of a Russian Experience that has some decent and engaging gameplay, or just come play Dota or
CS:GO on EU West Servers.. I don't know why so many people dont like this game because it is like super mario galaxy. The
game isn't as polished or anything like that, but it works good and is really pretty.. Pretty fun little game, if you like Trine you'll
like this.. Reeally nice, interesting, and VR controls are spot on!. I think the game is really awesome in many ways and is still an
indie game over all. Love that they added an online mode to the game. (Cool too if there is going to be a rank system!). But I
would legit rate this game 4\/5!. Trial and Error Gameplay + Insta-Kill Enemy + Poor Checkpoint System = Massive Fustration.

Amazingly enough, this game IS pretty scary. But for the wrong reasons. The enemy, a black cloud, is admittedly terrifying.
However, it becomes more annoying then scary as the game goes on. Especially when youre trying to reset computers. It took
me 3 or 4 tries to get by that part (insta-kills you if you touch it and PURPOSELY hangs out nearby you ALL THE TIME)

When I entered the vent in the very next area, I INSTANTLY DIED FOR NO REASON, and spawned back at THE
BEGINNING OF THE LEVEL, I was done. Oh, and another thing about this Server Room part... I played it about 10 times and
only beat it twice. The first time I died in the vent for no reason... The second time I missed a jump and fell behind the
computer drives that form a bridge for you to cross.. THERE IS NO WAY OUT OF THAT AREA. You cannot make the jump,
or go under, or anything. Glitch. My. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing. God.

*sigh*

This is not a terrible game.. And it has A LOT of promise. It looks real good, has a great pricetag, and is admittedly very scary
(if a bit overly dark).. but I can't reccomend it for it's overly fustrating moments, and lack of checkpoints that cover obviously
challenging areas.. A change-your-environment platformer that falls short. The music, graphics and voice acting are charming
and at times suspenseful. As the game progresses the plot seems to stall while focus on the game mechanics grows. Something
about the cohesion of the game seems off and overall it is difficult to stay interested.

The input on a controller is soft. This is a problem half way through the game when a level suddenly requires more precision
platforming that is essentially on rails. If you have a D-Pad like that of the X-Box controller, any input other than exactly right
or left seems to cancel your jump trajectory. That is infuriating and forces the use of the analog stick.. gt; be a weeb
> go to japan
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> much excitement
> 2 cute girls become good friends with you because reasons
> proceed to do a good learning about the finer details of Japanese society
> pick your favorite waifu in the end
> also theres a kemonomimi mode
> best game. Kingspray Graffiti was a great help for me to practice real life graffiti. The realistic drips and pressure, made it the
ideal game for both hardcore painters and newcomers. What I especially love, is the camera feature. Moving around all
cinematic. You will be able to film your experience from 9 different angles, while also being able to see the camera through the
goggles.

10/10 <3
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 <3 Barky! <3

Got this 50% off.
5 legendary chests +  3500 gems for which you can get another  7 legendary chests.

  <3 Worth ever single cent <3 . Got this to play with my son who loves Dinosaurs. So far we are learning the rules and
it looks fun to play.

One minor thing I noticed while watching a youtube to help learn the rules is the "Publicity" points listed on the
Tabletop Simulator DLC gameboard are from large to small instead of small to large as the actual gameboard or the
board shown on page 10 of the rulebook.

DLC gameboard: Class A 21\/15\/10 Class B 15\/10\/7 ...and so on... Class F 2\/1\/0
Actual board Pg 10 rulebook: Class A 2\/1\/0 Class B 4\/2\/1 ...and so on... Class F 21\/15\/10

UPDATE:
Just finished first game with son. My son gives it two thumbs up. It took us a couple hours but we were still figuring
out the rules. By the third round things moved faster.

Since just the two of us were playing, my son easily saw I was increasing publicity of ribs and he lowered the points on
his turn and built more ribs in his dino to counter me. I think it would be more fun with more than two players.

The best part he enjoyed was the build phase. One thing I'd like to see is a bigger hidden area to do the build. By the
third round the dinosaurs were hard to hide due to the number of bones.. Nice game reminds me of Broforce. The
inventory kinda gets in the way when you are trying to descend down terrain and go for the kill on enemies. Also the
controls are not bad just a little weird, and the stealth would stick and i wolud remain in stealth until hit. All in all i
like it and even though i didnt play much i plan to, lets keep it going.. can you please make this for the mac cause i
really want to play this

. Having used this I like the layout, but the issues I have had (brush lag, no view manipulator, and that this was
released with these issues.) make this software well not worth the price. After some more time in the QA department
maybe but until then if you are looking for an improvement over 'comicado' look elsewhere.

Unravel the Mysteries of Viking Gods!:
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 Don’t forget to add the new adventure to your wishlist! . Double GP Weekends and Court Wizard Rework in Patch
1.1.5:
There is now double match gold rewarded on the weekends.

The Court Wizard has been reworked in this patch.

See the full patch notes in-game or on our forums[forum.imperium42.com]. Hotfix – February 07, 2019:
Dear bus drivers,

we just released a smaller update which fixes a number of issues reported by the community as well as issues of the
new buses included in our latest MAN Bus Pack 1. Here is an overview of the fixes and improvements:

Hotfix – Changelog:

Fixes:

Fixed issues with passengers blocking the door at the cashier and blocking each other inside the bus

Fixed Multiplayer games not loading properly / players not being able to join

Decreased size of the (H) icon on the minimap.

Player seating position in several MAN busses has been adjusted.

The front and rear doors of the MAN A23 were clipping through door frame. This issue has been fixed.

The left sunscreen of the MAN A23 was clipping through the handle of the driver window. This issue has been
fixed.
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In the MAN A23 the area to interact with the passenger mirror was outside of the mirror. This issue has been
fixed.

In the MAN A23 the mirror’s camera position was located behind the mirror, so the view was blocked
completely. This issue has been fixed.

When changing interiors of the MAN A23 the bus was always showing the "Neon" interior skin. This issue has
been fixed.

In the MAN A23 passengers weren’t able to leave the bus through the second door. This issue has been fixed.

The buttons for the doors of the MAN A23 were falsely labeled. This issue has been fixed.

The left mirror of the MAN A23 appeared horizontally inverted. This issue has been fixed.

The center mirror of the MAN A23 appeared upside down. This issue has been fixed.

Decals couldn’t be placed on the top of the MAN A23 bus (front section). This issue has been fixed.

Decals at the back of the MAN A23 were partially overlayed by the bus color. This issue has been fixed.

Custom license plates weren’t displayed correctly on the MAN A23. This issue has been fixed.

Fixes for Several problems with skins on the MAN A47.

The rear mirror camera of the MAN A47 was outside of the bus. This issue has been fixed.

The doors of the MAN A47 were clipping through the frame. This issue has been fixed.

License plates of the MAN A47 are now shown correctly.

Fixed some issues regarding the windshield wiper of the MAN A47. It is now removing the water from the front
window again.

The cockpits of the MAN A47, MAN A21 and MAN A23 were overlapping a part of the cashier. This issue has
been fixed.

Changing the "Show skin on windows" option to "off" in the customization menu of the MAN A47, MAN A21
and MAN A23 the bookworm skin was shown around the windows. This issue has been fixed.

Partially false descriptions of the MAN A21, MAN A47 and MAN A21 in the bus shop have been fixed.

The backrests in the standing area of the MAN A37 didn’t change the design when choosing an alternative
interior. This has been fixed.

The sun-shield of the Lion's City buses could be pulled down too far, so there was a visible gap between the sun-
shield and the top bar. This has been fixed.

Fixed double "Loading Company popup"

Fixed indicator lights in IVECO buses

When hovering the mouse over the door buttons of the MAN A21 a third button was shown. This has been fixed.
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Fixed a problem with the illumination of the indicator lights of the MAN A21.

Light in rear section of bendy buses was extremely bright after turning the passenger lights off. This issue has
been fixed.

. Update 03/27/2019:
Now that PAX East is only one day away and we've finished updating everything we can, we can finally post the latest
build. The biggest part of this build is Chibisu's new look! Our new artist worked very hard on it to get it to be
MAXIMUM CHIBI and to have it ready in time for PAX East. We had to redo almost everything to put in the new art
and make sure everything still collides well and that all the places the art touches that no old art appears We also got
some other stuff neatened up as well. For example, we merged the join and costume select screens into one to be more
fluid and efficient.
Since this is such a big moment for us we're going to have the game on sale during PAX East 2019. So if you haven't
got the game yet we recommend buying it now because the price will be going up afterwards to reflect this new look.
We gotta pay our artist somehow right?
Keep reading to see what we PAX'd in this update!

Added

 Added Costume Changer to Player's Costume Select Windows to make it easier to understand for new players
that the in game changer is for selecting a costume just like in the menu.

Changed

 Changed Join/Leave menu and Costume Select from being separate menus into one single menu.

 Changed costume select to allow game to be started as long as someone presses start. No more needing everyone
to hit ready.

 Changed Costume Select Change button to disappear when users are interacting to make it more obvious you
can't interact AND change costumes

 Changed how data such as images is stored to be more efficient and use less space.

 Changed settings of sprites to look less pixelated in certain resolutions (Work in progress we're going to update
again after PAX to make it look even nicer)

Fixed

 Fixed General mine not going away upon exploding leading to infinite explosions

 Fixed General smoke from sometimes not hitting/dealing damage to enemies

 Fixed UI Art from sometimes being missing for the main menu costume info screen

 Fixed Costume Select Screen bug where users could sometimes not unready

Updated

 Updated Chibisu Base Ability Art
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 Updated Chibisu General Ability Art

 Updated Chibisu Scientist Ability Art

 Updated Chibisu Base Ability Colliders to be closer to the sprites

 Updated Chibisu General Ability Colliders to be closer to the sprites

 Updated Chibisu Scientist Ability Colliders to be closer to the sprites

 Updated Chibisu Base Movement Art

 Updated Chibisu General Movement Art

 Updated Chibisu Scientist Movement Art

 Updated Chibisu Base UI Art

 Updated Chibisu General UI Art

 Updated Chibisu Scientist UI Art

 Updated Shore Art

 Updated Draining Water Tile Art

 Updated Mud Tile Art

 Updated home town map game music

. Update 190110 : Bug Fixes and more:

 :: Game Play in The Dungeon::. patch v1.36:

 FIXED: Flag pathcode
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